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Concentrated Solid Detergent for 

Manual Warewashing 

 

 

PROPERTIES  

Solitaire is ready when you need it. Just push the button to dispense 

exactly the right amount. No measuring or pouring by hand, no spillage, 

no waste. Your manual warewashing operation will be cleaner, more 

convenient and more sufficient. 

Solitaire is a mild solution, uses a unique combination of surfactants to 

penetrate and loosen food soils. This low-alkaline approach is easier on 

the hands than higher alkaline alternatives. Apparently long lasting suds 

immediately, letting you know that it’s ready to handle your dirtiest pots, 

pans and utensils. And long-lasting suds signal long-lasting cleaning 

power; eliminating sink refills and saving you time and money. 

 

BENEFITS 

- Solid control and convenience for manual pot and pan washing 

- Individually adjusted dispensing system eliminates costly over-use 

- Push-button convenience eliminates measuring, pouring, waste and  

   spillage 

- Super-concentrate solid formula provides maximum cleaning power 

- Low alkaline formula is easy on the hands 

- Generous suds that last and last 

- Compact form saves space and handling 

 

USE DIRECTIONS  

Your Ecolab Specialist will set up the dispenser so it provides the proper 

amount detergent for your pot and pan sink. 

1.  Scrape gross food soil from pots, pans and utensils; using nylon   

     brush or scrub pad. 

2.  Press dispenser button, then fill sink with water  

     (at concentration of 0.28-0.75 per 1 liter of water). 

3.  Immerse pots pans and utensils for few minutes. Remove Items and  

     rinse well with clean water. 

 

 

For emergency medical information call Ecolab: 001 1 651 222 5352 

 
Consult your Ecolab Representative for specific use instructions and recommended dispensing 
equipment. For cautionary and first aid information, consult the Material Safety Data Sheet (MSDS) or 
product label. 


